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Abstract

The goal of this dissertation is to develop a source code transformation that exploits the knowledge that a given input code is parallelizable in a way that it generates derivative code efficiently executable on a supercomputer environment.

There is barely a domain where optimization does not play a role. Not only in science and engineering, also in economics and industry it is important to find optimal solutions for a given problem. The size of these optimization problems often requires large-scale numerical techniques that are capable of running on a supercomputer architecture.

For continuous optimization problems the calculation of derivative values of a given function is crucial. If these functions are given as a computer code implementation $Q$ then techniques known as algorithmic differentiation (AD) alias automatic differentiation can be used to obtain an implementation $Q'$ that is capable of computing the derivative of a given output of $Q$ with respect to a certain input. This thesis focuses on algorithmic differentiation by source transformation. The implementation $Q$ is transformed into $Q'$ such that $Q'$ contains assignments for computing the derivative values.

On the one side, the size of optimization problems is rising. On the other side, the number of cores per central processing unit (CPU) in modern computers is growing. A typical supercomputer node has up to 32 cores or even more in case that multiple physical nodes form a compound. In order to allow $Q$ to compute its output values efficiently, the implementation of $Q$ should exploit the underlying multicore computer architecture. An easy approach of using parallel programming is to declare a certain code region inside of $Q$ as parallelizable. This declaration is done by setting a certain kind of pragma in front of the corresponding code region. The pragma is a compiler directive and in our case this special directive informs the compiler that the corresponding code region should be executed concurrently. This code region is denoted as a parallel region $P$ and the parallel instances which execute $P$ are called threads.

There are two fundamental modes in AD, the forward and the reverse mode. We present source transformation rules for a simplified programming language, called $SPL$. In addition, we show that these rules provide derivative code either in forward or in reverse mode. One crucial goal of this work is that the knowledge that the original code contains a parallel region $P$ leads to a parallel region $P'$
in the derivative code. This allows a concurrent computation of the derivative values. We exhibit a proof to ensure that the parallel execution of $P'$ is correct. In case that the user of AD wants to achieve higher derivative code the possibility of reapplying the source transformation is important. Therefore, we exhibit that the source transformation is closed in the sense that the output code language is the same as the input language.

The reverse mode of AD builds the so-called adjoint code. The term ‘reverse’ indicates that the adjoint code requires a dataflow reversal of the execution of $P$. Suppose that $P$ consists of code where a memory location is read by multiple threads. The dataflow reversal of $P$ leads to the situation that the corresponding derivative component of this memory location is a target of multiple store operations from different threads during the execution of the adjoint code. These store operations must be synchronized. Otherwise, the adjoint code would have a race condition at runtime. Conservatively, one could assume that all memory locations in $P$ are read by multiple threads, which leads to the result that the adjoint source transformation generates a lot of synchronization constructs to ensure a correct parallel execution. In the worst case the synchronization overhead leads to a concurrent runtime of the derivative code $P'$ that is bigger than the sequential runtime. In order to avoid as much synchronization as possible, we develop a static program analysis that collects information about $P$ at compile time whether or not a memory location is exclusively read by a thread. If a memory location read exclusively, the adjoint source transformation does not need to emit a synchronization method for the corresponding derivative computation. This can make a major difference.

We demonstrate how the context-free grammar for the language $SPL$ can be extended in order to recognize pragmas defined in the OpenMP standard. Beside the extension of the grammar we present source transformation rules for these OpenMP constructs. With the source transformation rules for constructs such as the barrier, the critical, or the worksharing loop construct, this work provides rules for generating derivative code for most of the occurring OpenMP parallel regions.

The approach of this work has been implemented in a tool, called simple parallel language compiler ($SPLc$). We give evidence that our approach is applicable through the implementation of two optimization problems. On the one hand, we use a first derivative code provided by $SPLc$ to solve a nonlinear least-squares problem. On the other hand, a nonlinear constrained optimization problem has been solved with the second derivative code provided by $SPLc$ as well.
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